Golf at Palo Alto Hills

LOW NET
Dubag Dubria 70
Terry Stratton 71
Jim Hustin 72
Mike Ginelli 74
Bob Wright 75
John Grant 75
Rich Scholes 75

LOW GROSS
Chris Cantenelli 72
Ross Brownlie 73
Mike Garvale 79
Corey Eastwood 79
Jake Montes 80
John Winskowicz 82
Lewis, Scott 82

at Sequoyah

LOW NET
George Bell 64
Grady Simril 66
Bob Daumerman 70
Dave Archer 73
Mike Ginelli 73
Charles Oliveras 73
Russ Tsutsui 74
John Grant 75
Larry Mesa 75

LOW GROSS
John Winskowicz 73
Craig Kilcoyne 73
Bruce Pluin 74
Bob Cox 74
Jim Ferrin 80
Scott Lewis 80

- by Rod Kilcoyne, CGCS
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George Santana 75
Dwight Denno 75
Bill Rattz 76
Jim Andrews 76
Bob Klinesteker 76

Todd Light 81
Frank Castellotti 81
Al Brownlie 82
Jim Bantrup 83
Warren Rattz 83